Open Networks
Embedded Capacity Register
Inclusion of ESO Balancing Services Information (implementation by Apr 22)
Work for 2021

- ECR template enhancements
- Extend ECR to include assets <1MW
- Consider central register
- Implement proposals to include ESO services and T/x reinforcement
ESO updates

• Balancing services
  • The ESO publish significant information on service providers in the ESO data portal.
  • Historically this has not included locational details as most ESO services are non-locational.
  • We have engaged with stakeholders and are now able to start publishing this information.
  • Our IT systems are currently being modified and we hope to begin publishing from the Autumn (if not sooner).
  • Consistent with other service provider information this will be in a machine readable CSV format enabling third party use.

• Wider works
  • ESO product representative is moving roles so we are currently sourcing a new lead.
  • Wider works information is held by the ESO Connections team who are currently reviewing how best to implement this information provision.